On the 6 cylinder models with the vinyl trimmed dash there is a black gloss steady bracket that fastens inside the dash panel to the bottom lip of the dash immediately outboard of the 2 little screws that hold the instrument lighting on/off slide switch. The forward end of the steady bracket turns 90 degrees down and fastens to the bulkhead air box with 2 screws. See pictures. The bottom of the steady bracket can be seen in the one picture immediately to the right of the steering column brace. You can just see the lower of the 2 screws into the bulkhead.

Rich Chrysler

>A dash installation question - as the archives and parts manual were not conclusive on this:

The parts manual shows a 'steady bracket.' Apparently this steady bracket acts to 'steady' the somewhat unsteady dash panel(?) Exactly from where to where does this steady bracket attach?

Any chance someone can send me some detail, or a picture? Thanks!

Dave
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